Abstract: In this report, two general concepts for proper efficiency in vector optimization are studied. Properly efficient elements can be defined as minimizers of functionals with certain monotonicity properties or as weakly efficient elements with respect to sets that contain the domination set. Interdependencies between both concepts are proved in topological vector spaces by means of Gerstewitz functionals. The investigation includes proper efficiency notions introduced by Henig and by Nehse and Iwanow. In contrary to Henig's notion, proper efficiency by Nehse and Iwanow is defined as efficiency with respect to certain convex sets which are not necessarily cones. For the finite-dimensional case, we turn to Geoffrion's proper efficiency as a special case of Henig's proper efficiency. It is characterized as efficiency with regard to subclasses of the set of polyhedral cones. Conditions for the existence of Geoffrion's properly efficient points are proved. For closed feasible point sets, Geoffrion's properly efficient point set is empty or coincides with that of Nehse and Iwanow. Properly efficient elements by Nehse and Iwanow are the minimizers of continuous convex functionals with certain monotonicity properties. Henig's proper efficiency can be described by means of minimizers of continuous sublinear functionals with certain monotonicity properties.
Introduction
Consider the vector optimization problem given as
under the assumption that S is an arbitrary nonempty set, f : S → Y , and that D is a nonempty subset of Y . Throughout this paper, Y is assumed to be a real topological vector space. D is the set which defines the solution concept for (VOP). Imagine that for each y 0 ∈ F := f (S) the set of elements in F that is preferred to y 0 is just F ∩ (y 0 − (D \ {0})). Then we are interested in the set Min(F, D) := {y 0 ∈ F | F ∩ (y 0 − D) ⊆ {y 0 }} of efficient points of F with regard to (w.r.t.) D. We will call D the domination set of (VOP). The author ( [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] ) studied vector optimization problems under such general assumptions motivated by decision theory, especially by ideas from Yu [5] . Related bibliographical notes are given in [4] . If D is an ordering cone in Y , Min(F, D) is the set of elements of F that are minimal w.r.t. the cone order ≤ D . In the literature, vector optimization problems are usually defined with domination sets that are ordering cones.
In general, it is easier to determine solutions to vector optimization problems w.r.t. open domination sets. We define WMin(F, D) := Min(F, int D) as the set of weakly efficient elements of F w.r.t. D, where int D denotes the topological interior of D. In many vector optimization problems, weakly efficient points can be characterized as minimal solutions of some scalar functions, whereas efficiency of a point can only be shown if the minimizer of a functional is unique, which is difficult to check. Since the weakly efficient point set can be much more comprehensive than the efficient point set, one looks for possibilities to guarantee efficiency of solutions. This is the reason why different notions of proper efficiency came into existence. Properly efficient point sets are subsets of the efficient point set and usually defined in such a way that they can be easier determined than efficient points in general. Properly efficient points can be used to approximate the efficient point set if the properly efficient point set is dense in the efficient point set. This paper focuses on proper efficiency that is weak efficiency w.r.t. other domination sets. The proper efficiency notions of Henig [6] , of Nehse and Iwanow [7] and of Geoffrion [8] fit into this framework. This offers the possibility to apply the scalarization results for weakly efficient elements which were given in [9] , [3] and in [4] to proper efficiency.
After some preliminaries in Section 2, we will start our investigation in Section 3 with proper efficiency for the general vector optimization problem described above. In Section 4, we turn to multicriteria optimization problems and study Geoffrion's proper efficiency. It is characterized as efficiency with regard to subclasses of the set of polyhedral cones. Conditions for the existence of Geoffrion's properly efficient points are proved. For closed feasible point sets, Geoffrion's properly efficient point set is empty or coincides with that of Nehse and Iwanow. The results from Lemma 5 to Example 4, which refer to the characterization of Geoffrion's proper efficiency by polyhedral cones and by minimizers of functionals, were first given by the author in [3] .
Preliminaries
From now on, R and N will denote the set of real numbers and of nonnegative integers, respectively. We define N > as the set of positive integers, R + := {x ∈ R | x ≥ 0}, R > := {x ∈ R | x > 0}, R ℓ + := {(x 1 , . . . , x ℓ )
T ∈ R ℓ | x i ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}} for each ℓ ∈ N > . R := R ∪ {−∞, +∞} denotes the extended real-valued set. Given some set B ⊆ R, d ∈ Y , and D ⊆ Y , we write Bd := {b·d | b ∈ B} and BD := {b·d | b ∈ B, d ∈ D}. A set C in Y is said to be a cone iff λc ∈ C for all λ ∈ R + , c ∈ C. The cone C is called nontrivial iff C = ∅, C = {0} and C = Y hold. It is said to be pointed iff C ∩(−C) = {0}. Let A be a subset of Y . 0 + A := {u ∈ Y | A+R + u ⊆ A} denotes the recession cone of A. core A stands for the algebraic interior of A, conv A for the convex hull of A. Furthermore, cl A and bd A denote the closure and the boundary, respectively, of A. Consider a functional ϕ : Y → R and its effective domain dom ϕ := {y ∈ Y | ϕ(y) ∈ R ∪ {−∞}}. ϕ is said to be finite-valued on A iff it attains only real values on A. It is called finite-valued iff it is finitevalued on Y . According to the rules of convex analysis, inf ∅ = +∞. Moreover, the following functional turns out to be essential for characterizing solutions in vector optimization.
For properties and bibliographical notes related to this functional, see [10] and [11] .
Functionals which are applied for scalarization in vector optimization have to fulfill certain monotonicity conditions.
ϕ is said to be B-monotone or strictly B-monotone iff it is B-monotone or strictly B-monotone, respectively, on dom ϕ.
Subsets of the Efficient Point Set and Proper Efficiency
From now on, we assume F ⊆ Y and that D is a proper subset of Y with
The properties of efficient point sets yield two general concepts of proper efficiency. Since each element of F in which some strictly D-monotone functional attains its minimum on F is an efficient element of F w.r.t. D, such minimal solutions are appropriate for defining proper efficiency.
Definition 3.
Suppose that Φ is a nonempty subset of the set of functions ϕ : F → R which are strictly D-monotone on F . y 0 ∈ F is said to be a Φ-properly efficient element of F w.r.t. D iff there exists a function ϕ ∈ Φ that attains its minimum on F in y 0 .
A special case contained in this definition is proper efficiency according to Bitran and Magnanti [12] . They defined, for non-trivial convex cones D ⊂ Y , that y 0 ∈ F is a properly efficient point of F w.r.t. D if there exists some linear continuous strictly D-monotone function ϕ : Y → R that attains its minimum on F in y 0 . If Y is the Euclidean space and D the non-negative orthant in this space, the proper efficiency by Bitran and Magnanti coincides with the proper efficiency by Schönfeld [13] .
Another general concept for proper efficiency is given in the following way ( [3] , [9] ): Definition 4. Suppose Z to be a nonempty subset of the family of sets H ⊆ Y with the property H ⊇ D \ {0}. y 0 ∈ F is said to be a Z-properly efficient element of F w.r.t. D iff there exists some set H ∈ Z with y 0 ∈ Min(F, H).
Because of H ⊇ D \ {0}, each of these properly efficient points is an efficient element of F w.r.t. D. If H is open for each H ∈ Z, then Min(F, H) = WMin(F, H). We have already pointed out the advantage of dealing with sets of weakly efficient elements.
We get for
the notion of proper efficiency by Henig [6] ; for
we get the notion of proper efficiency by Nehse und Iwanow ( [7] , [14] ). We have to mention that all authors defined their proper efficiency notions under more restrictive assumptions to the space Y and to the domination sets D. The following notions of proper efficiency in (a) and (c) were originally defined in Y = R ℓ w.r.t. a non-trivial convex cone D that had to be closed in Benson's definition, which was given in [15] .
Definition 5.
(a) y 0 ∈ F is said to be a properly efficient element of F w.r.t. D according to Henig iff y 0 ∈ Min(F, H) for some convex cone H ⊆ Y with D\{0} ⊆ int H. We will denote the set of these points by He-PMin(F, D). (b) y 0 ∈ F is said to be a properly efficient element of F w.r.t. D according to Nehse and Iwanow iff y 0 ∈ WMin(F, H) for some closed convex set H ⊆ Y with 0 ∈ bd H and H + (D \ {0}) ⊆ int H. We will denote the set of these points by NI-PMin(F, D). (c) If 0 ∈ D, then y 0 ∈ F is said to be a properly efficient element of F w.r.t.
We will denote the set of these points by Be-PMin(F, D). Remark 1. The condition 0 ∈ bd H in part (b) of the definition was added by Zȃlinescu [16] who proved that, without this condition, the properly efficient point set of each set F would be empty or F .
Note that the assumption 0 ∈ D in (c) guarantees efficiency of the points in Be-PMin(F, D) [1] .
We get immediately from the properties of convex sets: Henig's proper efficiency can also be formulated using weakly efficient elements w.r.t. H. Proposition 1. The following statements are equivalent to each other:
The equivalence between (b) and (c) results from int cl H = int H and WMin(F, H) = WMin(F, cl H) for convex sets H with nonempty interior.
In general, He-PMin(F, D) = NI-PMin(F, D). This is pointed out by the following example from [7, Remark 2] .
Obviously, we have: 
Theorem 1.
Assume that H is a closed proper subset of Y with 0 ∈ bd H and with
(a) There exists some functional ϕ : Y → R with
which is continuous on dom ϕ.
Moreover, these functionals have the following properties:
The continuity of these functionals and their other properties mentioned in the theorem result from the Theorems 3.1, 2.16 and 2.9 in [10] . Under an assumption that is equivalent to the condition given in Lemma 4(a), the statement of Theorem 1 was given in [9, Theorem 3.4] . It was also proved in [9, Theorem 3.5] under an assumption which is sufficient for the condition in Lemma 4(c).
Furthermore, we have [9, Corollary 3.2]: (b) follows from the proof of (a) by the construction of the functional in Theorem 1.
Zȃlinescu [16] proved the statement of the above corollary under the assumption that D is a convex cone and Y a separated topological vector space.
Proper Efficiency according to Geoffrion
We now turn to proper efficiency defined by Geoffrion [8] , which turns out to be of basic importance for procedures in multicriteria optimization.
Throughout this section, we will assume Y = R ℓ with ℓ ≥ 2. We are interested in the sets Min(F ) := Min(F, R ℓ + ) and WMin(F ) := WMin(F, R ℓ + ) of Pareto-optima and weak Pareto-optima, respectively, of F . Definition 6. y 0 ∈ F is called a properly efficient element of F according to Geoffrion iff there exists some K ∈ R > such that, for each y ∈ F with y i < y 0 i for some i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}, there exists some j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} \ {i} such that y 0 i − y i ≤ K(y j − y 0 j ). GMin(F ) will denote the set of these elements in F . Benson [15, Theorem 3.2] proved that his proper efficiency notion generalizes Geoffrion's proper efficiency. This implies together with Proposition 2:
Lemma 3 yields:
We get from Proposition 2:
A constructive proof of this statement is given in [19, Proposition 2] . [20, 3.1] proved Min(F ) ⊆ cl GMin(F ) for closed convex sets F on the one hand, and for closed sets F for which there exist some u ∈ R ℓ and some
Remark 2. Podinovskij and Nogin
The characterization of Henig's proper efficiency in Section 3 results in the following proposition. In order to describe properly efficient elements according to Geoffrion as efficient elements w.r.t. special cones, we introduce, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} and K ∈ R > , the set
and, moreover, the set
Let us first investigate properties of these sets.
It is convex if and only if ℓ = 2 and K ≥ 1.
Proof.
(a) and the cone property in (b) are obvious. For Y = R 2 , it is easy to see that D K ∪ {0} is convex if and only if K ≥ 1. Assume now ℓ > 2, K ∈ R > . We define y, z ∈ D K by
. . , ℓ}, and
. ⇒ ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} : y i ≥ 0 and y i + Ky j ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} \ {i}, and ∃n ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} : z n > 0 and z j ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}. First case:
where we have for 0 < K <K:
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}, and thus
Proof. y 0 ∈ GMin(F ) ⇐⇒ y 0 ∈ F and ∃K > 0 ∀y ∈ F with y 0 i > y i for some i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} : ∃j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} \ {i} :
Moreover, we get:
Proof. Assume that H is a convex cone with R 
Proper efficiency according to Geoffrion is also related to efficiency w.r.t. the convex cones
Proof. 
Adding these inequalities for i = m ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} yields: ⇒ y ∈ C p00 , thus C p0 ⊆ C p00 . Consider first p 0 := p < 1. ⇒p := p 00 > 1. Consider nowp := p 0 :=
(c) Take any y / ∈ R ℓ + . ⇒ ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} :
we have py i + ℓ j=1 j =i y j < 0 and hence y / ∈ C p . Thus,
Consider an arbitrary y ∈ D K . ⇒ ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} : y i > 0 and y j > − 
(e) Consider p = ℓK. Take any y ∈ C p \ {0}. ⇒ py i + ℓ j=1 j =i y j ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}. ⇒ y n := max i∈{1,...,ℓ}
This implies by Proposition 7:
Corollary 5. For each convex cone H with R ℓ + \ {0} ⊆ int H, there exists some polyhedral cone C = C p , p ∈ R > , with R ℓ + \ {0} ⊆ int C and C \ {0} ⊆ int H . Then WMin(F, H) ⊆ Min(F, C).
Here, Min(F, Cp) ⊆ Min(F, C p ) ∀1 ≤p ≤ p and ∀p ∈ (0, 1) :
Proof. Min(F, Λ ǫ ) with
Proper efficiency according to Geoffrion can also be characterized as efficiency w.r.t. the convex cones
(a) is obvious.
(ii) Take any m > 1.
. Consider an arbitrary y ∈ C( 
s i y n . ⇒ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} :
Thus, we deduce from Proposition 5:
(ii) Take any y 0 ∈ GMin(F ), s ∈ int R ℓ + . Because of Proposition 6, there exists some K 0 > 0 such that
Efficiency and proper efficiency according to Geoffrion coincide for linear vector optimization problems (see, e.g., [21] ). Consequently, for these problems the following statement of Helbig [22] is stronger than the above proposition. For any s ∈ int R ℓ + , there exists some m 0 ∈ N such that for all m ≥ m 0 :
Here, the constant m 0 can be chosen independently from the considered efficient element. That this is in general not the case for other than linear vector optimization problems can be illustrated by a simple example: w j y n ≤ 1 K y n for all i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}. ⇒ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} :
Min(F, C w (ǫ)), where ∀y ∈ GMin(F ) ∃ǫ 0 > 0 ∀ǫ ∈ (0, ǫ 0 ] :
(
(ii) Assume y 0 ∈ GMin(F ). Because of Proposition 6, there exists some K 0 > 0 such that
Analogously, one proves:
where ∀y ∈ GMin(F ) ∃ǫ 0 > 0 ∀ǫ ∈ (0, ǫ 0 ] : y ∈ Min(F, C w,ǫ ).
Proof. Follow the proof of Proposition 10, but replace C w (ǫ) by C w,ǫ . There, Let us point out that the polyhedral cones C p , C(s), C w (ǫ) and C w,ǫ have the form
Our results imply statements about the existence of properly efficient elements.
Proposition 12.
(a) Assume u ∈ R ℓ , K 0 ,p, ǫ 0 ∈ R > and s, w ∈ int R ℓ + . The following statements are equivalent to each other:
(a) The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) follows from Lemma 6. (a) One has:
In detail,: (ii) If y 0 ∈ GMin(F ), then there exists some K ∈ R > such that
strictly R ℓ + -monotone, sublinear, continuous, and
is finite-valued, continuous, sublinear, and
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} by [10, Theorem 3.1], and thus
n and y 1 ≥ y 2 imply (−y 1 + rk) n < (−y 2 + rk) n and (−y 1 +rk) n +K(−y 1 +rk) j < (−y 2 +rk) n +K(−y 2 +rk) j ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}\ {n}.
. Thus, ϕ is strictly R 
Consider first an arbitrary n ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}.
Since H is open, there exists some t n > 0 with (y 0 − z n ) + t n u n ∈ H. w n := z n − t n u n ∈ y 0 − H, and w n j = w n for j = n, y 0 j + t n for j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} \ {n}. ∈ (0, 1).
Remark 3. The statement
also follows from Proposition 5.5 in [24] , where a corresponding assertion for properly efficient elements according to Benson [15] had been proved in partially ordered topological vector spaces.
The inclusion in Theorem 3(b) cannot be replaced by an equation, which is illustrated by the following example.
). Then ϕ is continuous, strictly convex and strictly R 2 + -monotone.
The assumption in Theorem 3(c) is also not superfluous for the second equation. Luc [25, p.85] illustrated by an example that the above inclusion cannot be replaced by an equation. As we will show in Example 5, the elements y 0 in this inclusion are not necessarily unique minimizers of a convex strictly R Note that the assumption R ℓ = H + Rk in Proposition 13 is satisfied, if the other assumptions and k ∈ int 0 + H hold.
Proposition 14. (a)
Assume that H ⊂ R ℓ is a non-trivial, closed, convex cone with R ℓ + \ {0} ⊂ int H, k ∈ int H and a ∈ R ℓ . Then argmin F ϕ a−H,k ⊆ GMin(F ). (b) For each y 0 ∈ GMin(F ), there exists some non-trivial, polyhedral cone H ⊂ R ℓ with R ℓ + \ {0} ⊂ int H such that y 0 is a unique minimizer of ϕ y 0 −H,k on F for each k ∈ H \ {0}.
Proof.
(a) argmin F ϕ a−H,k ⊆ WMin(F, H) ⊆ GMin(F ) by [4, Theorem 5] and by Proposition 5. (b) y 0 ∈ GMin(F ) implies, by Proposition 8, y 0 ∈ Min(F, C p ) for some p ∈ R > . Apply [4, Theorem 6 ] to this efficient point set.
